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Program 3 (6 Points)

We consider Problem (1) of Program 1 and the POD basis computed in Program 2. Write
a code solving the heat equation by generating a reduced order model with the POD
basis. Further, we introduce the relative error as

εrel =

∫ T

0

‖y(t)− y`(t)‖W
‖y(t)‖W

dt. (1)

In our case y corresponds to the finite difference solution and y` to the solution using the
reduced order model. We consider the following experiments:

1) For c = 0.05 we compute the POD basis of order ` = 1, . . . , 15 and solve the reduced
order model. How does the relative error behave for increasing values of `?

2) We compute the POD basis of order ` = 10 for c = 0.05. Then we solve the reduced
order model for ctest = {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.09, 0.1}. How does the relative error behave
for the different values of ctest?

Structure your code as follows:

main_ell ... Main script file to realize experiment one. All parameters are set in this file
and the desired plots are generated.

main_c ... Main script file to realize experiment two. All parameters are set in this file
and the desired plots are generated.

[Y,time] = solve_heat_pod(Psi,W,c,A,h,tstep,Y0,method) ... Solves the heat equa-
tion (1) of Program 1 using the POD basis Psi and the weight matrix W for the inner
products. The other variables are the same as for the function solve_heat_fdm in Pro-
gram 1. The return values are a matrix Y with columns containing the initial condition
and solution to (1) of Program 1 in the inner points and time a vector containing the
timesteps.

For the numerical experiments discretize the relative error appropriately. The parameters
are set to

n = 100, tsteps = 100, method = ’RS’, wtype = ’L2’ and pod = ’eig’.



As initial condition y0 we choose

y0(x) =

{
1, on (0.25, 0.75)× (0.25, 0.75),
0, otherwise.

All needed functions from the previous Programs should be used. In the written report give
details to your implementation and your observation. How does the FDM code compare
to the POD code in performance? What speedup factor do you observe? Interpret all the
obtained results. When plotting the relative error use the semi-log scale. Submit your
code as a ZIP or TAR/ZIP archive containing one folder named your_lastname_prog03.


